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O N E

I N T R O D U C T I O N  
T H E  ‘ J A C O B S  A F F A I R ’

It is  now well over forty years since my book We Have
Reason to Believe was published, during which time the views on the

nature of revelation expressed there have been criticized again and
again; by the right for alleged heresy and by the left for failing to go far
enough in the direction of liberalism. My aim in writing yet another
book on the subject is to try to meet the arguments against a position I
still maintain after all these years and which I now seek to defend in a
systematic manner. It is for readers of this book to decide whether I
have presented a case ‘beyond reasonable doubt’.

The central thesis of this book is that traditional Judaism can be inter-
preted so as to render it compatible with the findings of modern re-
search on how the Jewish religion has come to be. The application, by a
host of scholars, Jewish as well as non-Jewish, of the historical critical
methodology to the classical sources of traditional Judaism (particularly
the Bible and the rabbinic literature) has demonstrated to the satisfac-
tion of many believers that the Torah did not simply drop down, ready
packaged, so to speak, from Heaven but has evolved over the ages, part-
ly, at least, in response to, and influenced by, external conditions. Many
religious Jews still hold fast to belief in the Torah as the word of God
but have come to realize that the whole idea of divine revelation must be
understood to mean, in the light of our present knowledge, that, while
there is a divine element in the Torah, there is also a human element, in
that God gives the Torah, as it has often been put, not only to the Jewish
people but through the Jewish people. As I once formulated it, it is still
possible to accept the dogma ‘The Torah is from Heaven’ provided one
understands the meaning of ‘from’ in a more sophisticated manner than
is commonly done.

The above brief statement hardly does justice to a very complex 



re ligious position, one which demands the more thorough investigation
upon which this book embarks with trepidation. I believe that theology
can and should be examined in a detached manner, but critics of my theo-
logical writings have argued that too impersonal statements in this area
tend to give an impression of lack of concern. A committed Jew, so the
argument runs, should not give expression to his beliefs as if he himself
were not affected by them, as if he were talking about Chinese meta-
physics or describing mathematical formulae. Now, for my sins and as
will appear, I have been personally affected and intimately involved with
this issue for over forty years, from the publication of my book We Have
Reason to Believe and the trouble it caused that led to the so-called
‘Jacobs Affair’. For me to treat the subject in an entirely dispassionate
manner would be sheer pretence. I bow, therefore, to the criticism and
first tell my own story in so far as it is relevant to the major theme of the
book.

A speedy glance at the religious history of British Jewry (Anglo-Jewry
as it is commonly called) is necessary in order to set the scene. By the
start of the twentieth century, Jews were divided on religious lines into
Orthodoxy and Reform (with Liberal Judaism emerging later as a left-
wing offshoot of Reform). Orthodox, and a few Reform, congregations
had been established in London and the provinces. With the influx of
east European, and later German and Hungarian Jews, synagogues were
founded to cater to their particular spiritual needs. Some of the small
Russian, Polish, and Lithuanian congregations in London became organ -
 ized as the Federation of Synagogues. To the right of the Federation in
London were the Adas Israel congregations, established by Orthodox
German Jews with a German background. There were also a small num-
ber of hasidic shtiebels. The oldest of the religious bodies in England was
the Sephardi community, with its own traditions, under the religious
leadership of a Haham. The major Orthodox institution was the United
Synagogue, with the chief rabbi as its sole religious authority, estab-
lished by Act of Parliament in 1870 but with its origins in Orthodox syn-
agogues which had previously been independent. The office of chief
rabbi originated in the rabbinate of the Great Synagogue in London,
where Rabbi Salomon Hirschell was rabbi from 1801 until 1842. Hirschell,
an imposing figure by all accounts, though born in England, was taken
as a child to Germany. He was, by education and training, basically a
rabbi of the old school, Yiddish-speaking and using only broken English
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to his dying day. Nevertheless, he was often referred to in the general
press as ‘the High Priest of the Jews’, a foretaste of things to come.

It was Hirschell’s successor, Nathan Marcus Adler (chief rabbi, 1845–
90) and his son and successor Hermann Adler (chief rabbi, 1891–1911),
who established the chief rabbinate in its peculiarly English form, fairly
obviously modelled on the position of archbishop in the Anglican
Church. It is rumoured that, at one time, Hermann Adler wore gaiters!
One should not be too scathing about such conscious assimilation to
the Christian pattern. Jews, prominent by this time in English political
and social life, had a need to show non-Jews that they were respectably
English. In any event, there was only adaptation in external matters,
never, of course, in matters of Jewish dogma. Adler was succeeded by
Joseph Herman Hertz (chief rabbi, 1913–46), Hertz by Israel Brodie
(chief rabbi, 1948–65), and Brodie by Immanuel Jakobovits (chief rabbi,
1967–91). The present chief rabbi is Jonathan Sacks.

The right wing of Orthodox Jewry, strong in its piety, learning, and
convictions but originally viewing the United Synagogue and the chief
rabbinate with suspicion, began, not necessarily consciously, to in -
fluence these institutions and, eventually, to transform them. Sir Isaac
Wolfson, president of the United Synagogue at the time of the ‘Jacobs
Affair’, was a fully observant Jew, unlike his predecessors in that office,
Sir Robert Waley-Cohen and the Hon. Ewen Montagu, who, though
strong on traditionalism and giving yeoman service to the United Syna -
gogue, were Orthodox in name only. In the first half of the twentieth
century, each provincial synagogue had, in addition to the more ‘foreign’
type of congregations, its ‘English shul’ such as the Princes Road Syna -
gogue in Liverpool, the Singers Hill Synagogue in Birmingham, and the
Great Synagogue in Manchester, where my parents were married by Dr
Salomon, a graduate of the Orthodox but Western-oriented Seminary
in Berlin. Although nominally the chief rabbi was only, to give him his
full title, ‘chief rabbi of the United Hebrew Congregations of the British
Empire’ (later, ‘the British Commonwealth’—here, again, the Anglican
influence), in practice he was recognized by all the Orthodox congrega-
tions as their spiritual head. Even the Reform and Liberal congregations
acknowledged the chief rabbi as their representative in religious matters
to the outside world. At the time of writing, the non-Orthodox com-
munities are attempting to distance themselves from the chief rabbin ate.
Whether they will succeed is anyone’s guess. The point here, however, is
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that the chief rabbi’s authority does not extend to the non-Orthodox
who, for example, can appoint any rabbi they want without having to
obtain the permission of the chief rabbi and who, in fact, never consult
him for this purpose. How could they? In the chief rabbi’s official eyes
the Reform movement has no standing, and he can as little recognize
Reform rabbis as rabbis as the pope can recognize Protestant clergymen
as priests.

We Have Reason to Believe
To turn now to We Have Reason to Believe. The book, first published in
1957, had its origin in the study group I conducted for the young men
and women of the New West End Synagogue, a member of the United
Synagogue, where I had been appointed minister–preacher in 1954. At
first, the title minister–preacher, in contradistinction to the minister–
reader, the h.azan, was a little disconcerting. As a former rabbi I asked
myself whether the title minister did not belong to the clergy of the
Methodist Church? But I soon came to appreciate that this Victorian 
arrangement, peculiar to Anglo-Jewry, was based on the notion that 
the United Synagogue only acknowledges a single spiritual head, the
chief rabbi. The fiction was maintained that there were, in fact, no other
rabbis, whether or not they had been ordained as such, than the chief
rabbi, whose subordinates functioned as ministers, and I quickly adjust-
ed myself to the odd situation, one advantage of which—if it is an 
advantage—was that I was relieved of the responsibility of coping with
difficult problems and was able, like my fellow-ministers, to pass the buck
to the chief rabbi. This whole system often came under fire from United
Syna gogue ministers since it tended to turn them into mere function -
aries. For all that, the terms of employment were fairly satisfactory. The
ministerial contract was not with the local congregation but with the
United Synagogue. A minister had tenure, and provided he was not
guilty of gross misconduct he could not be given the sack. Moreover, 
although his salary was far from princely, he was provided with adequate
accommodation by the United Synagogue, on which alone, and not on
the local honorary officers, he was dependent.

My colleague, the minister–reader the Reverend Raphael Levy, had
an MA degree from Manchester University and was very erudite in
purely Jewish subjects as well. While I, musically challenged, to use the
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current politically correct jargon, could never have functioned as a
h.azan, Raphael Levy was easily capable of donning the preacher’s garb.
While this set-up might conceivably have led to friction, as it did in some
United Synagogue congregations, the relationship between us was, in
fact, harmonious and it all worked well. Raphael never wished to occupy
the pulpit, though he was capable of it, while I never aspired to the role
of h.azan, which was beyond me in any event. Raphael Levy, it should be
said, was thoroughly at home with the musical and other traditions of
the United Synagogue. When a young boy he was a chorister of the
Great Synagogue in Duke’s Place, the ‘Cathedral’ synagogue, as it was
quaintly and popularly called, being the seat of the chief rabbi. It is in-
teresting that Raphael Levy’s son, Elkan, is at the time of writing presi-
dent of the United Synagogue, making a brave attempt at preserving its
mode of worship in the face of those of its members who prefer the in-
formality and allegedly warmer atmosphere of the shtiebel. The middle
way is fast disappearing. A good thing, some say, while others deplore
the threatened disappearance of an elegance typical of a more refined
and less clap-happy age.

Although the majority of congregations in the provinces also accept-
ed the authority of the chief rabbi, it was an authority that sat lightly
upon them, whereas in the United Synagogue, comprising some sixty
congregations in London and Greater London, he was not only the
chief rabbi but the only rabbi. This would have been of little moment,
since the chief rabbi at the time of my appointment, Israel (later Sir
Israel) Brodie was, in himself, far too liberal-minded and tolerant a man
to wish to lord it over those he thought of as his colleagues rather than
his subordinates. The trouble was that Chief Rabbi Brodie came in-
creasingly under pressure from the dayanim of the London Beth Din,
known in English as the ‘Court of the Chief Rabbi’. Essentially, for a
man to be appointed to the office of dayan, he was required to be com-
petent in deciding matters of Jewish law. Traditionally, a dayan is a
rabbi’s assistant. Only in Anglo-Jewry, especially in the United Syna -
gogue, did the title dayan come to be treated as superior to that of other
rabbis except to that of chief rabbi. Learned judges though the dayanim
of the London Beth Din undoubtedly were, they had neither the right,
on paper at least, nor the ability to make pronouncements on matters of
communal policy or religious dogma. Yet Chief Rabbi Brodie’s defer-
ence to his right-wing dayanim often meant that it was their voice that
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was heard when the chief rabbi spoke on these matters. Chief Rabbi
Brodie was a mild-mannered man too ready to yield to right-wing 
pressure. But even his predecessor, Dr Hertz, a fiery personality, of
whom it was said that he preferred the way of peace if there was no alter-
native, had trouble from Dayan Yehezkel Abramsky, an equally spirited
personality. It is rumoured that Dr Hertz once protested to the learned
dayan: ‘Rabbi Abramsky, you know more Talmud than I shall ever
know. But please do not forget that I know many things you will never
know.’

The religious complexion of the United Synagogue, nowadays, is of
an Orthodoxy that borders on uncompromising and unquestioning
ultra-Orthodoxy. But at the time of my induction as a minister of the
New West End, though signs of the swing to the right could already be
detected, it was of a far more tepid variety. For example, the New West
End and other Anglicized synagogues had a mixed choir; there was
mixed seating for weddings, though not for standard services, and, also
at weddings only, an organ was played; the h.azan recited only part of
the Musaf service in order to avoid praying aloud for the actual restora-
tion of sacrifices; the ministers sported clerical collars and wore canoni-
cals for the services; and they rarely wore yarmulkes except for prayer
and study—all practices which were anathema to the strictly Orthodox
and most of which the United Synagogue has now abandoned. Frater n -
ization with Reform rabbis was tolerated. There even existed an Associ -
ation of Anglo-Jewish Preachers with both Orthodox and Reform
members, who met regularly to exchange ideas for sermons and discuss
general matters of communal concern.

Apart from the less rigid position of the United Synagogue as a whole
at the time, the pulpit of the New West End had enjoyed much freedom
under my predecessors, Simeon Singer of prayerbook fame, Joseph
Hochman, and Ephraim Levine, none of whom would be classed as
Orthodox in the present climate. Singer had studied for a time in Vienna
with I. H. Weiss, a pioneer in the application of scholarly method to tal-
mudic literature. Singer had obtained his semikhah (‘ordination’) from
Weiss, though he was never allowed by Chief Rabbi Hermann Adler to
call himself rabbi.

The Reverend Ephraim Levine, in his short booklet published on the
fiftieth anniversary of the New West End Synagogue in 1929, gave this
brief sketch of Singer, the first minister of the congregation:
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Simeon Singer is still regarded as the ideal of an Anglo-Jewish Minister. His
scholarship, both Jewish and secular, was of a high order. He had a very wide
and penetrating knowledge of English and Foreign literature; he was a great
and keen reader, gifted with a very retentive memory, able to draw upon his
large storehouse of learning both for homiletic and for teaching purposes.

Speaking of Singer’s religious attitude, Levine remarks:

His religious standpoint was conservative and progressive at the same time. By
training and by practice he was conservative: he loved to maintain traditional
Jewish custom: his intimate knowledge of the liturgy and its history served to
keep alive his natural love for the old form of service and the traditional Prayer
Book. He was progressive too, in that he recognized the ever-changing needs
of the rising generation, and all his efforts were directed to fostering the love of
the Synagogue in the hearts of the young. At the same time he never allowed
them to lose sight of the fact that a healthy Jewish religious life must have its
roots deep in tradition. He welcomed change where signs of life were evident:
he espoused any cause that promised to strengthen Jewish allegiance: he even
ran the risk of being misunderstood if he believed in a cause and its ultimate
Jewish possibilities. His was a broad and catholic Judaism which won adherents
from representatives of all shades of opinion. The man himself was true, and
men put their trust in him.

This attitude prevailed at the New West End and was that of Ephraim
Levine himself.

Not surprisingly, the New West End’s traditional stance met with 
opposition from time to time on the part of the more progressive mem-
bers of the congregation. In 1892 there took place the ‘Battle of the
Ritual’. The wardens at the time were Isidore Spielmann and Arthur
Franklin, and the Board of Management, elected the previous year, con-
tained some men who were known to favour religious progress. Ephraim
Levine records in his booklet that a packed meeting fought out the
question of alterations to the traditional service. The opposition on the
part of the traditionalists was led by Samuel Montagu (later the first
Lord Swaythling). Levine explains the issues involved:

The general plea was for the introduction of some English prayers, for the
omission of one or two alleged obsolete passages from the liturgy, and, in the
case of a small minority, for the use of an organ in the Synagogue. The last-
named idea was not persisted in. But strictures were passed on the Kol Nidrei
passage, on the retention of some phrases in the Kethubah, or marriage con-
tract. Some of the suggestions were approved, and subsequently adopted. The
result was, however, satisfactory. No bitterness remained to disturb the harmony
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of the Congregation, and all parties were united in the common endeavour to
promote the best interests of the Synagogue.

I have in my possession a rare pamphlet published in 1892 (only one
hundred copies were printed for private circulation) by Namport Key (a
pen-name for a writer for the magazine Punch) entitled ‘A Lay of the
Battle of New West End’, referring to this debate, from which I cannot
help quoting the opening stanzas in order to convey the particular gen -
ial quality of religious debate in the late nineteenth century:

Come, people all, both old and young
And hearken to my lay:

And give you ear while I give tongue,
And sing a song that ought to be sung,

And say my soulful say.
I sing a Board of Management—

A trusty righteous Board—
’Gainst which none in disparagement

Can say a single word.—
Save some, ’tis true, who have ignored
The positive fact that we cannot afford
To use coercion as a cord

To bind those Jews
Who do not choose

To see in worn-out customs quaint
The makings of a modern saint

A brave, enlightened, trusty Board—
More power to its thews!

The other great discussion on ritual reforms took place in 1912 when
Dr Hochman was minister of the New West End. It has become the uni-
versal custom to follow the Babylonian practice of reading the Torah in
an annual cycle, the completion of the reading to take place each year on
Simhat Torah. But the ancient Palestinian custom was to read smaller
portions each week, the cycle of readings taking three years instead of
the Babylonian year-long reading. At a meeting of the seatholders of the
New West End held on 19 May 1912 the following resolution was passed:
‘That a committee be appointed to consider the possibility and de -
sirability of introducing the Reading of the Scriptures in the Synagogue
in a Triennial Cycle, and to report thereon’. The report of the special
committee was published in 1913 as the Report on the Sabbath Reading
of the Scriptures in a Triennial Cycle. Various authorities were consulted
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regarding the desirability and practicality of the proposal and different
re plies were given. Dr Elbogen of Berlin, probably the foremost author -
ity on the liturgy, wrote to the committee, ‘Personally I regard the intro-
duction of the Triennial Cycle as a return to a healthy order of things
founded on an old tradition.’ But Dr Buchler, a great talmudist and rab-
binic scholar, replied, ‘If you ask me about the Din, I have to answer that
it is against our codified law from the 12th century onwards, and even
much earlier in Babylon whence our law proceeded. If you introduce the
triennial cycle, you separate yourself from the main body of Judaism.’

The report concludes:

To break in any respect from the established ritual is to break with the United
Synagogue and indeed from orthodoxy. In this instance the introduction of a
desirable reform is rendered impossible by the fetters imposed at present by the
provisions of the United Synagogue Act and the veto possessed by the ecclesi-
astical authorities. We are, therefore, of opinion that the Seatholders should
earnestly consider whether the time has not arrived to take steps to modify the
inelasticity caused by these barriers, so as to admit of a degree of local option
under which certain modifications of the ritual would be permissible.

Nothing came, in fact, of this suggestion and the annual cycle of read-
ings was retained.

I refer to the above only to demonstrate the kind of Orthodoxy, and
strong dissatisfaction with it on the part of many, that prevailed at the
New West End Synagogue when I was elected to be the minister–preacher
of the congregation—indeed before I was even born. I knew perfectly
well that, by occupying the pulpit of the New West End Synagogue I was
throwing in my lot with an ‘Orthodoxy’ of a peculiar kind—very tradi-
tional with regard to the liturgy and such matters but with a degree of
flexibility unthinkable in the United Synagogue today. In point of fact,
the emphasis on the liturgy was only intelligible against the background
of the strongly synagogue-orientated pattern of Anglo-Jewry at that
time. Wider questions such as the nature of revelation, though no doubt
discussed in private, were, so far as I know, never debated in public. The
mood which prevailed was one of freedom in thought, though, it was
implied, you do not think about theological questions which are irrele-
vant to practice. I recall that when I paid a courtesy visit to Ephraim
Levine after my election, he quite casually offered to give me his set of
the International Critical Commentaries, a series based entirely on 
biblical criticism in the modern vein, to help in the preparation of my 
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sermons. It was taken for granted by my predecessor that I would find
nothing shocking in this, as, by this time, indeed I did not.

All this historical background is relevant, I believe, to the ‘Jacobs
Affair’. If I had given expression to my views in what now passes for
Orthodoxy in Anglo-Jewry, even in the New West End Synagogue, it
would have been thoroughly dishonest. It was neither deceitful nor 
disloyal to what passed for Orthodoxy in this unique synagogue.

Chief Rabbi Brodie, resplendent in the special ‘priestly garments’ he
wore like his predecessors in office (modelled it would seem, as were the
vestments of Anglican bishops, on the accoutrements of the high priest
in Temple times), consisting of a dark blue octagonal hat (the hats of his
ministers were black), a long blue robe, and girdle (he used to joke that
the latter, reminiscent of the gartelworn by hasidim as a physical separa-
tion between the brain and heart and the lower body, was the only
Jewish thing about them), inducted me into office. He also addressed
my son Ivor on his bar mitzvah. On both these occasions there was a
mixed choir in the synagogue at which the chief rabbi grumbled, refer-
ring to the ladies of the choir as bleckitchers (‘screechers’) but going
along with it nonetheless. Nor did he protest at the tacit omission of
prayers for the restoration of sacrifices. During his interview with me be-
fore I was accepted as minister of the New West End, the chief rabbi
told me that in the matter of mixed choirs he relied on a ruling by Chief
Rabbi Adler that the prohibition on listening to a woman’s voice while
reciting the prayers (kol be’ishah ervah) only applies if the woman is
singing something other than the words of the prayer, not when women
join in the singing of the prayers themselves. Even today, when mixed
choirs are taboo, no one seems to object to ladies of the congregation in
their ladies’ gallery joining in the singing.

Against this background, my pulpit was unfettered and my study
group able to proceed tranquilly in the spirit of a tolerant traditionalism
without interference from above. Neither the members of the study
group nor I myself were in any way bent on being iconoclastic. Most of
the members of the group attended the synagogue regularly. Some were
frum in an Anglo-Jewish sort of way but none meshugga frum, as they
used to call extreme pietists in those days. Others were rather less obser-
vant. What they all had in common was a keen interest in exploring how
traditional Judaism can face the challenge of modernity. We met in private
houses in a congenial atmosphere in which views could be exchanged
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1 A more detailed account of the ‘Jacobs Affair’ appears in my autobiography,
Helping with Inquiries (London, 1989).

without rancour. When the members of the group urged me to publish
in book form some of our explorations, I presented these to Messrs
Vallentine Mitchell, who published them under the title We Have Reason
to Believe in 1957.

I gave the book to Chief Rabbi Brodie, but he offered no criticism at
all, either because he had not bothered to read it (why should he have?)
or had read it without discovering in it any of the heretical ideas he was
later to find when these were brought to his attention. It is also possible
that he was not troubled by heresies emanating from the New West
End, progressive as it had always been in its thinking. Perhaps he also
thought that I, with my yeshiva background, should have known better.
The book created no stir until, after I had served six years at the New
West End, the honorary officers of Jews’ College, the training college
for Modern Orthodox ministers, invited me to become Moral Tutor and
Lecturer in Pastoral Theology to the College, giving me an assurance
that on the forthcoming retirement of Dr Epstein, a great scholar and
the editor of the famed Soncino translation of the Talmud, I would suc-
ceed him as principal. The chief rabbi, president of Jews’ College, had to
approve the appointment of a principal, but the honorary officers, con-
vinced that the chief rabbi would eventually give his approval, urged me
not to stir the pot, rumoured then to be on the boil, by pressing for my
appointment, because, after reading We Have Reason to Believe, the
chief rabbi had detected in it a departure from the Orthodox position. It
was all cloak-and-dagger stuff. On the surface I had simply exchanged a
pulpit for an academic position, the scope of which remained intention-
ally vague and undefined, since everyone was supposed to know that it
was only a stepping stone to the principalship; everyone, that is, except
the chief rabbi, who kept quiet about it and even canvassed for scholars
he thought more suitable to fill the post. To cut a long story short, the
chief rabbi eventually refused to allow me even to be considered for the
position of principal of the College when Dr Epstein retired. Becoming
convinced that I would never have the chief rabbi’s approval, I resigned
from the position I held at the College and the honorary officers of the
College resigned with me in frustration, leaving me in limbo until a
number of my supporters created the Society for the Study of Jewish
Theology with me as its director.1
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In the meantime, Rabbi Chaim Pearl, my successor in the pulpit of
the New West End, had left the synagogue to become rabbi of Riverside
Drive Synagogue, a prominent Conservative congregation in New
York, upon which the honorary officers and members of the New West
End invited me to return to my former position. After much coming
and going it was decided by the honorary officers of the United Syna -
gogue that the chief rabbi had the power, which he exercised, to veto
this appointment as well. Eventually, in 1964, my supporters at the New
West End, chafing at this restriction on their freedom of choice, formed
an independent congregation, the New London Synagogue, with me as
its rabbi, a position I still occupy at the time of writing.

What was all the fuss really about? The subtitle of We Have Reason to
Believe was Some Aspects of Jewish Theology Examined in the Light of
Modern Thought. As mentioned above, this was the theme of the discus-
sion group at the New West End in which the book originated. The
parts of the book dealing with belief in God, the meaning of religious
language, the Freudian critique of religious faith as an illusion, the prob-
lem of pain, miracles, the afterlife, and the Chosen People idea seem not
to have disturbed the faith of the most Orthodox. Judging by the re -
action, the ideas in this section of the book were, if not entirely innocu-
ous, at least not such as to appear contrary to the Orthodox system of
belief as formulated eight hundred years ago by Maimonides in his thir-
teen principles of faith. In this section of the book, I argued, as so many
Jewish theologians have done, that there is nothing in modern thought
to warrant any departure from the traditional theistic view, according 
to which God is not merely the ‘force that makes for righteous ness’ but
ultimate Being; in Pascal’s famous affirmation ‘not the God of the philo -
sophers but the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob’. I also argued for a
reaffirmation of the belief in what the ancient rabbis called ‘the world to
come’; that, however much we reinterpret the concept, it denotes that
the death of the body is not the final end of the individual soul. Taking
up the cudgels against Mordecai Kaplan’s Reconstruction ism, I quoted
Bernard J. Heller, an American Reform rabbi, who wrote ‘While Classical
Reform was eating terefah and thinking kasher, Reconstructionists eat
kasher and think terefah.’ I believed then, and still believe now, that it is
possible and highly desirable both to eat and think kasher, provided that
thinking kasher does not include the fundamentalist notion on how the
Torah came to be. In other words, as I said at the beginning of this 
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introduction, to believe that God has revealed His will to His people,
and through them to all mankind, need not imply that He revealed it in
the form of direct divine communication. In later writings I have de-
scribed this position as ‘liberal supernaturalism’; ‘super naturalism’ in
that it affirms God as transcendent and ‘personal’, wholly Other and yet
in control of the universe He has created; ‘liberal’ in that it accepts the
findings of modern scholarship, resulting in a non-fundamentalistic 
understanding of how ancient traditions, ideas, and practices were com-
bined, over many centuries and through human trial and error, to form
the Torah. I shall try to formulate this position in detail in the next chap-
ter. For the moment, I refer to it in the context of my struggle with the
Anglo-Jewish establishment.

The charge of ‘heresy’ was brought against me on the strength of
what I had written in We Have Reason to Believe on the doctrine of rev -
elation. The view I put forward on this theme, that we can and should
keep the mitsvot while keeping an open mind on their origin, was hardly
original. I tried to show in We Have Reason to Believe that even in the
Middle Ages the human element in the Torah was not entirely un -
acknowledged. In modern times this attitude was held by Zechariah
Frankel (1801–73) and the Breslau school which he founded, and later
be came the basic philosophy of the Conservative movement in the USA,
strongly influenced by Frankel, Solomon Schechter, Louis Ginzberg,
Louis Finkelstein, and many others. In more recent years, in the Masorti
movement in Israel, this philosophy of the mitsvot was given expression
with the special needs of Israel in mind. In the UK the Masorti move-
ment was later established with the similar aim of creating a mood suit-
able for the highly traditional atmosphere of Anglo-Jewry. Already in
We Have Reason to Believe I had quoted Will Herberg, J. Abelson, and
Hayyim Hirschenson, who had grappled with the problem. Herbert
Loewe’s acute observations in his debate with C. G. Montefiore, A
Rabbinic Anthology, show how biblical criticism, both higher and textual,
is compatible with a refined interpretation of Orthodoxy, but, as his son
Raphael Loewe noted in his introduction to the new edition of the
book, the licence given to a distinguished academic in the days of Chief
Rabbi Hertz could evidently not have been granted to a man who
claimed to be an Orthodox rabbi under the jurisdiction of Chief Rabbi
Brodie. This latter is precisely the point: was I not being naïvely trusting
and optimistic in believing that I could be a ‘modernist’ within the
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Orthodox camp? In the present climate of opinion, it would indeed be
ridiculous for someone with my views to lay claim to Orthodoxy, which
is why I do not now make any such claim. But at the time of the con -
troversy there had long been a tolerant, rather bemused acceptance of
unconventional views within Anglo-Jewry. At that time, it was not com-
pletely hypocritical for me to label myself as Orthodox, meaning, at the
time, simply kosher, in the sense of observant of the precepts, and yet
wish to be the head of a traditional institution like Jews’ College. This
was not to be, however, and, though labels are often restrictive and 
misleading, honesty now compels me, in order to avoid confusion, to
describe my position not as Orthodox but as Masorti.

On the term ‘fundamentalism’, used frequently in this book and in
my earlier works, I have to say that I do not use it pejoratively as a syn-
onym for fanaticism or religious extremism, and certainly not to denote,
on the Jewish side, anything like Hamas suicide bombers or the Bible-
thumpers of right-wing American evangelism, but in its original conno-
tation (in the second decade of the twentieth century in the USA) of
one who believes that to take Sacred Scripture as divinely inspired in 
a direct manner and hence as an infallible source of knowledge on all
matters on which it pronounces, is so fundamental to religious faith
that without it one might as well be an unbeliever. I shall elaborate on
this point later on in the book, but I have to say right away that while it
is possible and, I believe, desirable to contest the Jewish fundamentalist
position, it is unfair to characterize those who hold it as insincere or 
dishonest.

While the problem of ‘fundamentalism’ versus criticism has long been
an issue for thinking Jews world-wide from the middle of the nineteenth
century onwards, there were features peculiar to the social and religious
life of Anglo-Jewry which produced the controversy in which I was in-
volved. The extraordinary powers vested in the office of chief rabbi have
already been noted. The lay leaders of Anglo-Jewry, most of whom 
were only nominally Orthodox, still expected their rabbinic leaders to
uphold traditional values and observances but, as in many other Jewish
communities, the real power was vested in them. It was no accident,
therefore, that when the ‘Affair’ erupted, it was not only the chief rabbi,
under pressure from his Beth Din, who barred me from officiating as a
minister of the United Synagogue but also, and particularly, the presi-
dent of the United Synagogue, Sir Isaac Wolfson. Sir Isaac himself
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seemed to have been on my side in the dispute but felt obliged, as presi-
dent of the United Synagogue, to uphold its constitution. As a matter of
fact, the dayanim of the London Beth Din actually urged Rabbi Brodie
to allow my return to the pulpit of the New West End, where, they 
argued, my isolation in an old-time Anglo-Jewish congregation would
effectively prevent my heresies spreading to harm the poor innocents in
the community as a whole. But Rabbi Brodie dug in his heels and I was
barred. My attempt to return to the New West End was thus prevented
largely on political rather than theological grounds. It was in the pre -
vious episode of my appointment to the principalship of Jews’ College
that the theological aspect loomed large.

Jews’ College, founded in 1856 as an institution for training ministers
and teachers, placed the emphasis on providing its students with the
skills they would need on graduation, without bothering over-much
with theological niceties. It was a case of English practical muddling
through at its best, or worst, depending on how one looks at it. No clear
statements regarding Orthodox beliefs were made and some of the
graduates, like Bernard Hooker and Allan Miller, became Reform rabbis.
These latter, on the continental pattern, preferred the title rabbi to that
of minister. At one stage in the history of the College, C. G. Montefiore,
the founder of the Liberal movement, served in an advisory capacity as a
member of the College Council. In a typical example of the general
broad approach that prevailed in Anglo-Jewry, Montefiore also collabo-
rated with Simeon Singer in the compilation of the latter’s ‘Authorised
Daily Prayer Book’, ‘Authorised’, that is, by the chief rabbi, an ironic 
illustration of the influence of the Anglican Church on the very prayer-
book used by the Orthodox. Incidentally, Singer, in the earlier editions
of the prayerbook, acknowledged his indebtedness to Montefiore but,
indicative of the swing to the right, Montefiore’s name was omitted
from later editions.

On the question of biblical criticism, the faculty of the College gener-
ally had an equivocal attitude. Dr M. Friedlander, principal of the
College from 1865 to 1907 and a distinguished scholar, famed as the 
author of the first English translation of Maimonides’ Guide of the
Perplexed, did attack the critics in his book The Jewish Religion. He de-
fended traditional views on the authorship of the biblical books on dog-
matic rather than scholarly grounds but, while stating that we generally
speak of the Psalms of David, noted that ‘only a portion of them was
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composed by David’ and that some ‘seem to belong to a later period’.
Purely objective scholarship came into its own at the College when its
faculty was composed of world-renowned scholars, whose research was
pursued using the most rigorous scholarly standards. Yet the teaching
and researches of these outstandingly competent scholars were confined
largely to Jewish history and grammar, the Talmud and the Codes,
med ieval philosophy and poetry, touching only obliquely on questions
of biblical criticism. More to the point, the College was affiliated to
London University, which awarded an honours degree in Semitics, to-
wards the obtaining of which the students were trained, side by side
with their studies for the Minister’s Diploma. In order to qualify for this
degree the students were required to master the application of modern
historical critical methods to the Hebrew Bible. They were taught,
among other subjects, biblical criticism, both higher and lower, the
background to the Bible uncovered by archaeology, and the ancient
Semitic languages, and were expected to be familiar with the whole 
critical position. For instance, in one of the papers set for the degree by
Herbert Danby, the non-Jewish translator of the Mishnah into English,
and Dr Epstein, the principal of the College, the student was expected
to discuss whether the Patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob were his-
torical figures, a discussion only possible for a candidate who was famil-
iar with the verdict of some scholars that the patriarchal narratives in the
book of Genesis reflect tribal movements and belong to myth rather
than to sober history. It is not clear how the College managed to cope
with the trauma that this two-sided scheme of studies produced in the
students. On the one hand, the students were expected, if they were to
obtain a good degree in Semitics, to be thoroughly at home in biblical
scholarship; on the other hand, in their practice and later preaching,
they had to accept the fundamentalist view on which these appear to be
based. For some students this dichotomy turned them against Ortho -
doxy entirely. For others it resulted in a kind of ‘two truths’ attitude—
biblical studies in the modern vein were fine in theory and for
recognition by the university, while in practice it was to be avoided as
un-Jewish heresy.

Jews’ College was thus, at one and the same time, a modern scholarly
institution in the best university tradition, and a kind of modern yeshiva,
in which the subjects were taught in English rather than in Yiddish. But
in the traditional yeshiva modern scholarship was not so much rejected
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as completely ignored. If anyone had dared to set a paper for a yeshiva
student asking him to discuss whether the Patriarchs were historical 
figures, the only possible answer would have been to deny the relevance
of the question. Of course, he would have vehemently retorted, the
Patriarchs were real, historical figures since they are so described in the
Bible which is the direct, infallible word of God and upon which all our
Jewish practices, ideas, and beliefs are based. What I had fondly hoped
to promote, had I been appointed principal of the College, within the
circumscribed area of an Anglo-Jewish type of piety, was an atmosphere
in which the students of the College were encouraged to face the prob-
lem courageously and try to deal with it honestly and constructively, out
of the conviction that Judaism can meet the challenge of critical scholar-
ship as it met the different challenge of Greek philosophy in the med i -
eval period. Naturally this was far from implying that the challenge was
not being met adequately in the larger Jewish world, only that Jews’
College, in its traditions of openness to the new learning, could provide
special opportunities at the time.

Through the repercussions of the controversy, We Have Reason to
Believe was published in four separate editions. In the third and fourth
editions I added my replies to critics, and I have taken up the issue in
other of my theological works. In this book I undertake not a rehash of
views I have already dealt with, ad nauseam some will say, but a fresh ex-
amination of the whole question as well as my replies to objections
raised over the years. The four editions of We Have Reason to Believe
were all published by Vallentine Mitchell, a subsidiary of the firm Frank
Cass. It was Frank Cass who invited me to publish the fourth edition
when my views again came under fire from Chief Rabbi Jonathan Sacks.
Frank Cass also published my autobiography, Helping with Inquiries. In
the latter work I have surveyed the ‘Jacobs Affair’ from a personal, not
to say biased, angle. In the present book, except in this introduction, I
have tried to look at the whole issue as objectively as is possible for an
author as involved in it as I have been. Yet it is still my own view I am
trying to delineate, at least within the confines of Anglo-Jewry. My col-
leagues in the Masorti rabbinate have their own views and may not agree
with some of what I say. The Masorti in the UK is at present the smallest
of the Jewish religious movements in this country, but it does comprise
several congregations with a total membership of some three thousand
and is growing rapidly. As stated, similar views are held not only among
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the Conservatives in the USA and Masorti here and in Israel but also
among some Reform rabbis and even, dare I suggest, among some
Orthodox rabbis, though, for obvious reasons, the latter prefer silence
to a controversy that might bring them nothing but heartache. For all
that, it would be cumbersome always to compare this view to what 
others in the Jewish world have been saying; so, for better or for worse, I
shall call it my view in this book, without claiming too much originality
for it.

On Reason and Belief
It is impossible, nowadays, to discuss the role of reason in matters of re-
ligion without referring to Maimonides, or Rambam (Rabbi Moshe ben
Maimon), as he is called by Orthodox Jews, since reason was such an im-
portant element in his life and thought, and he is so often mentioned
whenever the possibility of a rational approach to religion is considered.

We have very few details about Maimonides as a person. We know
that he was born in Cordova in 1138, lived and worked in Egypt for the
greater part of his life, and died in 1204. The frequently reproduced por-
trait said to be of him—with a trimmed beard, a turban, and more or
less nondescript features—is not authentic. Students of his writings can-
not imagine the austere figure that emerges from them actually sitting
for a portrait. One can hardly imagine any of the great rabbinic figures
allowing themselves such an indulgence in self-glorification. Nor do we
know much about his family life. He was married, no doubt happily, but
we have no information about his wife, not even her name. His son,
Abraham, followed in his father’s footsteps to a large extent, and we
know that the Rambam’s father, Maimon, was a dayan in Spain and was
descended from a long line of dayanim. A dayan, in those days, was a
scholar who voluntarily undertook to render decisions in Jewish law.
Maimonides himself, like many other medieval teachers, held that it was
wrong to accept payment for teaching the Torah (the professional rabbi
did not emerge in Judaism until some time after his day). He earned his
living as a physician. In addition, he served as the leader of the Egyptian
Jewish community. At one period he was so busy with his medical and
communal activities that he wrote to advise a favourite pupil not to visit
him. The visit would be futile, he wrote, since there would be no time
for the two to have a worthwhile meeting. Beyond these and a few other
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details that can be culled from his writings (especially from his letters), it
is the thought of the man rather than the events of his life that has
grasped the imagination of successive generations of thinking Jews.

Was Maimonides a rationalist? Ahad Ha’am, in a famous essay (with
the revealing title Shilton hasekhel, ‘The Supremacy of Reason’), argued
that Maimonides was the supreme rationalist, a religious teacher for
whom reason was all.2 This view is as one-sided as that which turns him
into a crypto-kabbalist. (There is an old legend that towards the end of
his life Maimonides was convinced by a kabbalist of the error of his ways,
or rather his thoughts, and that he was ‘converted’ to kabbalism.) The
truth lies somewhere in between. He believed in reason but seemingly
held that it was unreasonable to be too reasonable, so that there is more
than a touch of mysticism in his writings. Since this book is concerned
with some aspects of the relationship between faith and reason and
since, at least in former times, Maimonides was always hailed as the lead-
ing figure in the consideration of the question, one or two illustrations
should be given both of his use of reason and of the areas where reason
fails him, compelling him to fall back on belief.

Maimonides’ struggle for a rational approach to Judaism is evident on
practically every page of his writings.3 It was this that led him to try to
discover the reasons behind the apparent unreasonableness of some of
the precepts of the Torah. Maimonides could not imagine God order-
ing humans to carry out meaningless acts simply as a demonstration of
obedience to Him. Some of his reasoning was exceedingly bold for his
day, as when he suggests that the sacrificial system was introduced not
because it has intrinsic value but only as a means of weaning people away
from idolatry. Moreover, unlike the medieval kabbalists, who found
mystical reasons for every detail of the precepts, Maimonides argues that
if you are to have a law and discipline in the religious life you have to
have order, such order being prompted by the details of the law. For in-
stance, to drive on the left in England has no advantage in itself over
driving on the right. It is simply that for chaos to be avoided everyone
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must drive on the same side, in England on the left, in most other coun-
tries on the right. By the same token, according to Maimonides, tsitsit
have to be four in number and the tefillin have to have four sections, not
because there is any particular significance to the number four (as the
kabbalists would aver). The number is, in a sense, quite arbitrary, but is
important for the sake of order. It could have been three or five to
achieve the same effect, and it would have been as meaningless to ask
why these numbers were selected as to ask why four should be.

Another example of Maimonides’ strict adherence to the way of 
reason is his determined opposition to magic and superstition. He is in-
censed by people who write the names of angels in the mezuzah for pro-
tection, or who write the mezuzah so that its words taper to a point.
These people, he protests, convert the mezuzah, the sublime attestation
of the divine unity, into a talisman for their own self-serving and selfish
use. Maimonides also rejects belief in demons and, although he does be-
lieve in angels, mentioned frequently in the Bible, he thinks of these as
purely spiritual forces, arguing that all the scriptural references to angels
appearing in human form are to angels seen in a dream. It is not that 
angels actually appear or can appear in human guise like men with
wings, but that the prophet or whoever else perceives them in this way
does so while he dreams, with his imaginative faculty strongly at work.
When Maimonides was asked how he could reject astrology since the
talmudic rabbis did believe it (throughout he displays the greatest rev -
erence for the talmudic sages), he replied: ‘Man has been created with
his eyes in the front and not in the back of his head.’ In a remarkable
passage in his Guide, he says that if he had been convinced by reason
that Aristotle was correct in holding matter to be eternal, he would have
accepted this view and interpreted the creation narrative in Genesis in
accordance with it. In fact, he goes on to say, his reason does not allow
him to follow Aristotle here, and that is why he prefers to hold fast to the
Jewish tradition, according to which the material universe has been 
created and was not always there.

For all that, it would be a gross error to see Maimonides as an all-out
rationalist. He is too good a religious thinker to hold that the human
mind can grasp the Mind of God. Dealing with the purpose of creation,
he believes that we must ultimately postulate that it lies in the in-
scrutable will of God. Similarly, when faced with the old conundrum as
to how man can be free to choose, since God has foreknowledge and
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therefore knows how he will choose, Maimonides declares that we must
hold both beliefs, that man is free and that God has foreknowledge,
without trying to resolve the contradiction. God’s knowledge is not
something added to His Being but is God Himself, so how can finite
human beings hope to understand?

Nor is a mystical element lacking in the outlook of the great med ieval
sage. It was no cold rationalist who described (and in his Code at that)
the man who reflects on the divine majesty as revealed in the universe as
becoming love-sick for God; and who interpreted the Song of Songs as
a dialogue between the soul and her Maker. Nor would a cold rationalist
have ever thought of saying, as Maimonides does in his Guide, that the
ideal, extremely difficult to attain, is for God to be in the mind at all
times, and that those few who can approximate to this ideal can walk un-
harmed through fire because they are immune to all natural hazards.

It has to be appreciated that, for all Maimonides’ originality and
breadth of vision and for all the fact that no one can dare ignore him
when discussing the relationship between faith and reason, or, for that
matter, when discussing any other aspect of Judaism, the great teacher
was a child of his age, believing, for example, that the sun, moon, and
stars are affixed to revolving, transparent spheres, which are intelligent
beings singing God’s praises as they move in accordance with His will.
This idea of the ‘music of the spheres’ still persisted in Shakespeare’s day:

There’s not the smallest orb which thou behold’st
But in his motion like an angel sings
Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubins;
Such harmony is in immortal souls;
But, while this muddy vesture of decay
Doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it.

Shakespeare and his contemporaries had the same world-view as
Maimonides. Newton, to say nothing of Einstein, had yet to be born.
To come to the theme of this book, nor could Maimonides have known
anything of biblical criticism, for example, when he formulated the
eighth of his thirteen principles of the faith: that it is essential to believe
that every single word of the Torah was communicated in a single period
by God to Moses. Maimonides had what this book calls a fundamental-
ist view, though, since that particular challenge could not have been
presented to him, he was no fundamentalist. We can be confident that if
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he were alive today, he would face this challenge with integrity and the
spirit of intellectual honesty he exhibited when facing the challenge pre-
sented by Aristotelian philosophy, which meant so much in his day but
which means nothing, for religious life, to us today.

It is a common error to quote Maimonides’ formulation of faith as if
there has been no progress in the world of thought. What was a perfectly
respectable position in the twelfth century is not necessarily a respect able
position for us to hold today, any more than our present-day knowl edge
of the universe will be true for all time without revision. But, as this
book seeks to show, there can be no going back to Maimonides’ formu-
lation. The modern view is based on empirical investigation, which no
one thought of undertaking in the Middle Ages. Where, in many in-
stances, Jewish law follows the rulings of Maimonides, it is proper to ask
what Maimonides actually said and follow the rulings he gave. In mat-
ters of faith, the more correct approach is not to ask what Maimonides
said eight hundred years ago, but what a teacher with his intellectual 
integrity would say if he were alive today.

Levi ben Gershon, also known as Gersonides (1288–1344), outshines
Maimonides in his rationalist approach.4 For Gersonides, God did not
create the world out of nothing, but imposed form on a kind of formless
matter which was always there. Faced with the problem of God’s fore-
knowledge and human free will, Gersonides holds that God knows all
the choices open to an individual, but does not know beforehand which
choice that individual will actually make. Although Gersonides does be-
lieve that the biblical miracles really happened, he is at pains to explain
them, wherever possible, in a naturalistic way. The walls of Jericho fell
(Josh. 6) because the processions around the city and the loud trumpet-
ing caused the ground on which they stood to be in capable of holding
them upright. The sun did not really stop for Joshua (Josh. 10: 12–14),
but only appeared to do so because he was successful in bringing the
battle to a swift conclusion. It was only the shadow on the sundial that
moved because of the clouds in the incident of Hezekiah (2 Kgs. 
20: 8–9), not that the sun could really move forwards or backwards. It is
true that opponents of Gersonides’ extreme rationalism said that his
magnum opus, The Wars of the Lord, should have been called The Wars
against the Lord, yet his work became acceptable to Orthodox Jews at
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least as an illustration of how far reason is allowed to have a speculative
say. It is also possible that Gersonides’ fame as a talmudist and moralist
saved his work as a whole from being treated as heretical.

Yet there have been a number of anti-rationalists in Judaism, as I have
tried to show in my book Faith.5 Dr I. Epstein writes:

Applied to the doctrines of Judaism, we can see that though they are not all in
accord with understanding they are all in accord alike with reason and the 
established truths of scientific teaching. Contrast this with the Tertullian dicta:
‘Credo quia absurdum’, ‘Credibile quia ineptum’, ‘Certum est quia impossibile
est’ (‘I believe because it is absurd’, ‘To be believed because it is foolish’, ‘It is
certain because it is impossible’), making incredibility the test of credibility . . .
Judaism, on the other hand, whilst having too much respect for human intelli-
gence to subscribe to any proposition involving the total surrender of human
reason, nevertheless rightly recognises the limitations of the human faculties
and senses and may well proclaim as an act of revealed faith ‘Credibile quia non
intellectum est’ (‘To be believed because it is beyond the understanding’)—
quite a tenable and rational proposition which would be unscientific to assail or
deny a priori.6

Similarly, Milton Steinberg remarks, ‘No Jewish thinker is on record as
advancing Kierkegaard’s contention of the radical incompatibility of re-
ligious truth and reason.’7

Both Epstein and Steinberg are far too sweeping. There have been a
few thinkers in the history of Jewish thought who have decried the use
of reason entirely in matters of belief, thinkers who quote the verse:
‘The simpleton believeth every word’ (Ps. 14: 15) to yield the thought
that faith is ‘higher’ than knowledge and comprehension. The hasidic
master Nahman of Bratslav (1772–1811) develops the idea that since, 
according to Kabbalah, the world only came into being by a withdrawal
of God’s light to leave a space void of Him into which the finite world
could emerge, it follows that for man to seek God through his reason is
bound to be futile. Such a man seeks God in the void left after the divine
withdrawal where He cannot be found. It is by pure faith alone that man
can reach out to God. While Hume and Kant argue, on philosophical
grounds, that you cannot extrapolate God from the universe, Nahman
arrives at the same conclusion on theological grounds. Nahman goes so
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8 Likutei moharan (Warsaw, 1808–11), second series, no. 52.
9 This report was quoted by J. G. Weiss from a pamphlet entitled Kunteros yemei
tela’ot, published in Jerusalem in 1933. Weiss does not mention the author’s name. See 
J. G. Weiss, ‘The Question of Religious Problems in the Doctrine of R. Nahman of
Bratslav’ (Heb.), in the Schocken Festschrift, Alei ayin: Minh.at devarim leshelomo
salman shoken (Jerusalem, 1948–52), 245–91.

far as to argue that man is bound to have problems of faith and bound to
have religious doubts, putting it as follows: ‘It is entirely proper that 
objections can be found to God. It is right and suitable that this should
be so because of God’s greatness and exaltedness. Since in His exalted-
ness He is so far above our minds there are bound to be objections to
Him.’8 For Nahman and religious thinkers like him, a God who raises
no problems for human thought would not be God for the very reason
that the Infinite is bound to offend the finite mind. Since God cannot be
grasped by the human mind, human reason in itself must not only fail to
bring man to God but must be in contradiction to God. A disciple of
Nahman reported that Nahman took strong issue with the medieval
Jewish philosophers who argued that, while God can do that which
seems impossible to us, even God cannot do the absolutely impossible,
to make a square triangle, for instance. Nahman’s disciple remarks:
‘They [the philosophers] write in their books: Is it possible for God to
make a triangle into a square? But our master [Nahman] said: I believe
that God can make a square triangle. For God’s ways are concealed from
us. He is omnipotent and nothing is impossible for Him.’9 Nahman is,
of course, being illogical here. If reason is powerless in matters of re -
ligious faith how can such a view be argued, since all argument is an 
application of the reasoning mind? Moreover, we would say today that,
by definition, a triangle cannot be a square or a square a triangle, so that
to talk of a ‘square triangle’ is to talk nonsense. What Nahman’s hyper-
bole is presumably intended to convey is the impotence of human 
reasoning about God.

I have dealt with this general question of reason in relation to faith in
my other books on theology, of which I have given a brief summary in
the previous paragraphs for one purpose only: to show that the whole
medieval discussion and the denial by thinkers like Nahman of Bratslav
that human reasoning can bring man to God has little to do with the
question discussed in this book and in We Have Reason to Believe—that
of the challenge presented to tradition by the comparatively new 
discipline in which the facts of the past are uncovered by historical critical
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methodology. When Gersonides preferred to interpret biblical passages
in such a manner as to make them conform with reason, and when others
disagreed with his rationalistic approach, the thinkers on both sides
treated the biblical record as a given, that is, they believed that what
Scripture tells us happened really did happen. The new challenge, as I
shall discuss it in the following chapters, is presented by the modern use of
the historical critical methodology to show that to say that the miracles
really happened is to prejudge the verdict of history. Neither Maimo n -
ides nor Gersonides nor Nahman of Bratslav ever thought of question-
ing whether the events related in Scripture really happened or whether
the Bible was really a divine communication. If, in this book, we take
further the view stated in We Have Reason to Believe, that history now
has a voice to be heard, the term ‘reason’ will not be used to refer pri-
marily to abstract reasoning about God, but to the reasonable con -
clusions that result from ‘scientific’ investigation into the origins of the
Bible and of Judaism itself. Reason in this sense has compelled many
thinking Jews to reject the fundamentalist view according to which
every single word of the Torah was conveyed directly by God to Moses
and that the rest of the Bible has also come from God, albeit in a less 
direct fashion, and is an infallible document.

Comparisons have been made over the years of my views in this matter
to those of Christians who challenged the truth of their traditions in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. But, at the time of the ‘Jacobs
Affair’, Christopher Driver wrote the following perceptive piece in the
Guardian (18 April 1964):

The points of similarity with the ‘Honest to God’ row should not be over-
worked, for this is a debate about Biblical Criticism rather than about our
image of God—that is, a debate which in the Church of England was fought a
century ago. The true counterpart to Dr Jacobs is perhaps Bishop Colenso or
Robertson Smith rather than the Bishop of Woolwich. If Dr Jacobs were a
Liberal or Reform Jew, his views would have aroused no controversy, and some
of his critics have suggested that he ought in logic and honesty to make the
transition. But Dr Jacobs is Orthodox. He remains convinced that the tradi-
tional Jewish observances have a religious value in themselves—‘there are
depths in the human soul which only ritual can reach’—but wants to maintain a
critical attitude towards the Scriptures which lay down the observances.

I could not have put it better myself, except that Jewish observances—
and this is the heart of the matter—do not stem solely, or even primarily,
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from ‘the Scriptures’ but from the interpretation of these found in the
rabbinic tradition. But I had no objection then and have none now to
Christopher Driver comparing me to a Colenso or a Robertson Smith,
in the sense that these men were exploring for their faith that which I,
and numerous others, have been exploring for mine. I was not and am
not now a Jewish Bishop of Woolwich. I do not hold and never have
held that belief in God should be reinterpreted in non-personal terms
nor do I hold any kind of ‘Death of God’ philosophy, which is now itself
dead and buried, although resurrected from time to time. Belief in 
a personal God, the God of the Jewish tradition, in no way offends 
anyone’s reason. On the contrary, it is this belief that ‘makes sense’ of
human life in general and Jewish life in particular. But a belief contrary 
to the known facts, say, that the world is under six thousand years old,
does offend reason, as does any invocation of faith in order to defend
untenable theories. With regard to belief in God, even if the tradition al
‘proofs’ for God’s existence are now seen as less than knock-down argu-
ments, no believer will say that his belief in God is irrational. Few believ-
ers have arrived at belief in God by starting from the beginning to work
it all out by reasoned argument. Most people are faced with a traditional
belief in God which, when they examine it, seems cogent. It is quite
other wise, if someone says, ‘no matter what the established facts my 
belief compels me to reject them’. He is indeed irrational.

No one admits to being irrational. The usual reply to views such as
mine is that the facts are not as I state them: that, for example, the evi-
dence of geology for the vast age of the earth, or of biblical criticism that
the Pentateuch is a composite work, is heavily flawed. In the following
chapters I shall try to defend my position, which affirms both belief in
God and a rejection of fundamentalism. In Chapter 2 I try to develop
this position, which I describe as ‘liberal supernaturalism’. In the fol-
lowing chapters I defend my view against the charge that it is untradi-
tional or unscientific or otherwise unreasonable, and go on to see how
and why I differ from what is now Orthodoxy and from Reform, noting
on the way my rejection of secular Judaism and my flirtation with kab-
balah, mysticism, and hasidism.

I have left out of the story most of the political aspects—the attacks
on the Masorti movement and the repeated but unsuccessful attempts to
declare marriages conducted by Masorti rabbis invalid on the grounds
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that we do not believe in the doctrine of Torah min hashamayim (‘the
Torah is from Heaven’). These have been given many an airing in the
Jewish and general press and in the many Masorti publications. But I
cannot resist the temptation to conclude this introduction with an 
account of a curious document sent to me at the end of December 1995
by ‘the United Assemblies of Erets Yisrael and h.uts la’arets [the
Diaspora]’. This body stated that the document had been ‘publicly dis-
tributed to h.aredim in Jerusalem’. The actual document bears the letter
head of the ‘Beth Din Zedek of the Edah Haredit’ and is dated the
fourth day of Hanukah, 5756 (� 21 December 1995). At the top of the
document is the verse (1 Chr. 15: 22) ‘and do my prophets no harm’. The
document reads (in my translation):

Since it is already well known and is renowned that the ‘Dr’ called rabbi 
doctor louis jacobs (Cheif [sic] Rabbi of ‘Masorti’) does not believe in
our Holy Torah which Moses received from Sinai and delivered to Joshua etc.,
and the Rabbi, the Gaon, Head of all the Sons of the Exile, Rabbi Yehezkel
Abramsky, the memory of the tsadik and Holy Man is for a blessing for the life
of the World to Come, has already testified that he ‘completely denies Judaism’,
behold we all protest against him with all our might and strength.

Let our eyes run with tears and our eyelids drop water over the h.ilul hashem
[desecration of God’s name]. With pride as a chain around his neck [Ps. 73: 6]
he has brazenly insulted the Torah of Hashem and the dayanim of the Beth
Din of London, the metropolis. Whom hast thou taunted and blasphemed?
And against whom hast thou exalted thy voice? Yea, thou hast lifted up thine
eyes on high, even against the Holy One of Israel [2 Kgs. 19: 22]. Be astonished,
O ye heavens, at this [Jer. 2: 12]. Be girded with sackcloth, lament and wail [Jer.
4: 8] over the great catastrophe that has befallen us. Therefore, we come, under
the obligation that devolves on all those who sit in judgement wherever
they may be, to proceed to utter grievous protests against your whole theory.
In our opinion, the opinion of our Holy Torah, ‘Dr’ louis jacobs is like all
the demolitionists and destroyers who rose up to uproot the boundaries and
against whom our holy forefathers and teachers so selflessly battled. No guid-
ance may be obtained from him. His sermons are sermons of utter heresy. And
it is forbidden to read any printed work produced by this person since these
constitute demolitions of the young which overturn eternal boundaries.

And with these words we have fulfilled our obligation so that they should
not say the rabbis have remained silent. However, from now on the words of
Solomon, on whom be peace, will be a lamp to our feet and light to our path
[Ps. 119: 105]: ‘Answer not a fool according to his folly’ [Prov. 26: 4]. Our soul
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waits for the Lord [Ps. 33: 20], our help and our shield, that, in the merit of the
tsadikim, whose honour we seek and whose Torah is a heritage for us, He will
help, shield, and save in order to set the religion on its hill and to strengthen
our firm stand against the severe tests that continually pass over us until the
earth will be full of knowledge [Isa. 11: 9] and they that err will be taught under-
standing [based on Isa. 29: 4].

Signed in great distress for the sake of uplifting the horn of the true Torah
and Israel, on the fourth day of Hanukah, 5756.

Appended to the document are signatures of the following (the titles are
as given):

Harav Hagaon R. Shmuel Wosner
The Gaon, Head of the Beth Din of Jerusalem in the name of all Jerusalem rabbis
The Head of the London Beth Din in the name of all London rabbis
The Head of Gateshead Beth Din in the name of all Gateshead rabbis
The Head of the Manchester Beth Din in the name of all Manchester rabbis
The Head of the Belgium Beth Din
The Gaon R. Eliezer Menahem Shakh, rosh yeshivah of Ponevezh
The Gaon R. Nissim Karelitz
The Gaon R. Shaul Eliashav
The rosh yeshivah of Torah Or
The rosh yeshivah of Tchorkova, Righteous Teacher of the Edah Haharedit
The Holy Admor of Belz
The Holy Admor of Vishnitz

To the original document the following is inserted in English before the
signatures, so as to appear as part of the original. This insertion is 
addressed to me personally.

We the undersigned Rabbonim announce a public meh.a’ah [protest] in
demonstration against all the untrue and unfounded biblical statements that
openly display inaccuracies in the traditional and correctly accepted Jewish be-
liefs, made by Rabbi Dr Louis Jacobs of the Masorti congregation. We there-
fore openly publicize that ‘masorti ’ is not a jewish [sic] society and is a
danger to the public. With this united disagreement [sic] we wish to denounce
the masorti as a founded [sic] part of Judaism, and we at least fulfil the words
of the Talmud: ‘If one sees something improper in his friend he must rebuke
him’ (Berakhot 31a). Thus we make clear our opinion in the hope that you will
cease from inexplicable behaviour and revert to the way [the following is in
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Hebrew] of Israel Saba [the Patriarch Jacob], the ways of our forefathers and
the teachers of our ways, speedily and in our days, Amen.

The whole thing appeared suspect to me from the outset. I was abso-
lutely sure that the famous Israeli rabbis, such as the Belzer Rebbe or the
Vishnitzer Rebbe, had never even heard of me, and even if they had it
was inconceivable that they should bother to issue a protest against my
‘heresies’. Moreover, for broadsheets of this type the document is rather
mild. There are hardly any diatribes against me as a person and, while
‘Dr’ is in inverted commas, rabbi is left without them. The Hebrew quote
from the Talmud in the English insertion implies that I am a h.aver,
which, at the very least, means that I am a ‘neighbour’ if not a ‘friend’,
and the whole of this insertion is very conciliatory, gently chiding me to
desist and finding my behaviour ‘inexplicable’. A covering note, sent to
me in the same envelope, reads:

The following meh.a’ah has been publicly distributed to h.aredim in Jerusalem
and has the signatures of the London, Gateshead, Manchester and Jerusalem
Botei Din. It will no doubt be of interest to you. Thus we the Botei Din feel
you should see it before publication in Europe. 

The United Assemblies of Rabbis of Erets Yisrael and h.uts la’arets.

On receiving the document I telephoned my Israeli son-in-law, ask-
ing him to see if the protest had appeared on the walls of Me’ah
She’arim, ever ready to receive protests of this kind. He reported back
that there was no whiff of anything like it anywhere in Jerusalem. From
an examination of the document, and from a denial by a prominent
h.aredi rabbi who appears as one of the signatories that he had ever seen
it, it became clear that the whole thing was a forgery. But what was the
purpose? I suspect that the whole document was concocted by erstwhile
friends, perhaps from yeshiva days, who wished to have me on their side
again after so many years. I remain puzzled.

The document was leaked to the Manchester Jewish Telegraph, no
friend of mine nor of the Masorti movement. The Telegraph (1 January
1996) had the lurid headline ‘Louis Jacobs “a danger to the public” say
rabbis’. The paper wrote: ‘Masorti leader Rabbi Dr Louis Jacobs has
been deemed a “danger to the public” by 13 Jerusalem Rabbis.’ When it
became known that there was no truth at all in the claim, some of my
friends thought I ought to issue a writ against the paper, but I felt it not
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worth bothering about. And I am still intrigued about what was behind
it all. I would not have mentioned this here were it not that it is evident
both that some in the h.aredi community (I am assuming it came from
them) still consider me to be one of them at heart and that they still,
after all these years, do not grasp what I have been trying to say. I can only
hope that the present book will help to make my views a little clearer.
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